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Introduction
It is now seven years since the global
financial crisis, caused by the collapse of
the “sub prime” mortgage market in the
United States, led to the worst recession
in a century. Over the last two years
Britain’s economy has finally started
growing again. But the recovery is not
being felt evenly across the country.
In particular, our local economy has seen
far slower growth than other parts of the
UK. I know from numerous conversations
with local traders that businesses in Bank
Street in Rawtenstall or on Rochdale
Road in Bacup and elsewhere across the
constituency are feeling the pinch.
Across the constituency, total
unemployment is rising and not falling
and is now close to 4,000 representing
8.7% of the working aged population—up
from 4.4% in March 2013. And for those
in work, the quality of many of the jobs
on offer has not been good enough.
Too many people are not working in
the profession where they trained. Too
many are working fewer hours than
they would like or on controversial “zero
hours” contracts. Self-employment has
reached record numbers, sometimes
because of entrepreneurialism, but too
often because it’s the only way to scratch
a living.
For people in work, real wages have
been stagnant for five long years. In
almost every month since the last general
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election wages have failed to keep pace
with prices. People’s salaries have not
stretched as far as they did because so
many household essentials like energy,
public transport and childcare costs have
kept rising. As a result there has been less
money for the weekly shop, family treats
and nights out or the summer holiday.
The recent fall in petrol and diesel prices,
whilst welcome, will do little to offset the
losses in living standards which most
have suffered.
Less money in people’s pockets is one
of the main reasons why local shops in
Rossendale are suffering as people here
look to save the pennies.
Speaking with people across Rossendale
– on the doorstep, over the phone or at
my public meetings - it’s clear that, more
than anything, people are looking for
security. They want to know that if they
work hard and play by the rules, they will
get a decent wage and be supported by
the state if they fall on hard times such
as getting ill or losing their job. People
want a sense that if they pay into the
system for years, they will be supported
as they find their way back into work. All
too often that has been missing in recent
years. Labour is committed to ending
the squeeze on family finances as soon
as possible. This means an increase in
the Minimum Wage to £8, a campaign
to establish a higher “Living Wage” as a
norm, and tough measures to bring living
costs like housing and energy under
control.

The security people are looking for
extends to our National Health Service.
After years of neglect in the 1980s and
1990s, Labour left office with waiting lists
at the lowest levels in a generation and
thousands more doctors and nurses in
the NHS. The staff within our local health
services work extremely hard and are
committed to delivering the best level
of care. But although the quality of care
remains high, more and more people in
Rossendale tell me how they are facing
waits of 2 to 3 weeks to see their GP and
long queues if they have to go to A&E. I
shadowed the North West Ambulance
Service to see for myself the pressures
that front line staff are under.
Having promised “no top-down
reorganisation of the NHS”, the
Conservatives did exactly the opposite,
and imposed a completely new structure
at a cost of £3 billion. That’s £5 million
across Rossendale and Darwen, which
could and should have been spent on
patient care. The changes have turned
the system on its head and forced more
and more services to be run by the
private sector. These changes in the
NHS are undermining the hard work of
professionals and result in too many
services where making a profit is put
before the care of patients.
People want to know that they can
see their GP within 48 hours and
that the NHS has the resources for
the new doctors, nurses and carers.
If we are elected in May, Labour will
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secure the NHS’s future and put an
end to the creeping privatisation that
is undermining Britain’s favourite
institution.
People also want security in their
community. After years of falling, some
crimes, particularly violent crimes, are
now rising again in Rossendale. But
while David Cameron promised “no cuts
to frontline spending” before the last
general election, Lancashire police force
has lost close to 1200 staff including 700
frontline officers since 2010. Hundreds
more will go if the Conservatives return
to power. We must restore confidence
within the police force and people’s faith
that crime is being tackled as robustly as
possible.
I know that people are also concerned
that rising immigration is placing
pressure on local jobs, housing and
public services. I understand these
concerns and accept that Labour didn’t
always get immigration policy right when
it was last in Government. In particular,
we should have put in place ‘transitional
controls’ so people from Eastern Europe
could not move immediately to the UK
for work when the EU expanded in 2004.
But the Tories have broken their
promise to cut immigration to “tens of
thousands” while UKIP seek to divide
our community and would do immense
damage to local businesses and jobs by
seeking withdrawal from the EU. I know
that people want to see proper rules
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in place to ensure that we bring in new
controls over the immigration system
and stop people coming to Britain who
aren’t willing to work hard and play by
the rules. Labour will do that with an
immigration system based on fairness,
contribution and integration.
This manifesto sets out what I
would do if elected as the MP for
Rossendale and Darwen and what
a Labour Government would do
to address people’s concerns and
bring renewed security to this area.
Darwen deserves better than the
failures of the last five wasted years
under the Tories. I want to show you
how that is possible.

Part 1:
A plan for our
economy

7
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What recovery there is has not been felt in Rossendale and Darwen: the most recent
data show that Lancashire’s economy grew by only 5% since 2010, compared to 9% in
the UK as a whole and 14% in London.
But even this limited growth has not translated into rising living standards as would
normally be expected in a recovery. Quite simply wages have failed to keep pace with
prices – and people here have suffered from this more than most. In Rossendale and
Darwen average wages are now £10.74 per hour – £2.41 less than nationally (£13.15).
In real terms this is £2 per hour less than it was in 2010 as Figure 1 below shows.
Figure 1: Per cent change in real hourly pay 2010=100*
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Chapter 1:
Securing a recovery for Rossendale
When Labour left office in 2010, the economy was growing at 1% per quarter and
1.9% per annum. This government has failed to match either rate in its entire term of
office. The country was recovering from one of the worst and longest recessions in its
history. Contrary to the nonsensical claims of the Conservatives, the 2008 recession
was caused by the failure of US financial institutions, not the Labour government; and
it’s widely acknowledged that - but for the Labour government’s leadership of the G20
in 2009 - the world recession would have been much worse.
Against the advice of numerous economists, the Coalition Government embarked on
a savage programme of spending cuts that undermined the seeds of recovery from
the summer of 2010 onwards. The result was three wasted years while the economy
flatlined, causing unemployment to rise higher than it was even during the depths of
the crisis in 2009.
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Source: author’s calculations using Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings and Consumer Price
Indices 2014
*full-time median earnings, adjusted for CPI, 2014 prices
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Meanwhile household essentials have risen much faster than inflation, as Figure 2
below shows. The recent fall in petrol and diesel prices, whilst very welcome, will do
little to offset the losses in living standards which most have suffered in recent years.
Figure 2: Price rises since 2010
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Where the government has set out its own spending plans - for example for
infrastructure projects - the North West has also missed out. As many people will
know, train services in our area are too slow, infrequent, and our trains are among the
oldest in the country. The region needs massive investment in its railways, but Figure
3 below shows how poorly the North West compares to London in terms of transport
infrastructure in the National Infrastructure Plan. Under this government’s own plans,
each Londoner will have more than seven times more spent on them than people in
our region.
Figure 3: Planned public expenditure on transport infrastructure per head of population from
2014/15
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Families across the North West are £1,600 worse off than they were in 2010. This is the
first time since the 1920s that people’s incomes will be lower at the end of the parliament
than when the government came into office. As a result, more and more people are being
forced into debt and having to rely on loan sharks.
From volunteering at the Raft Foundation food bank, I know that many of those who are
unable to afford properly to feed their families are in work. Under this government, if
you are poor you are actually more likely to be in work than out of work. The Office for
Budget Responsibility – set up by George Osborne himself – has shown how the cuts
have disproportionately hit poorer households. The House of Commons Library outlines
that women have borne 85% of the burden of the adverse changes to taxes and benefits.
In truth, the economy so far as so many families in our area are concerned has gone
backwards because of decisions made by David Cameron and Nick Clegg in Downing
Street.
The Government has exacerbated these trends by targeting the worst of the cuts at
northern councils. Rossendale Borough Council has seen its budget cut from £11.8 million
when Labour left office to £8.9 million now – a drop of 24 per cent. Meanwhile many other
councils in Tory areas in the South of England have seen a modest increase in their budgets.
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What Labour would do differently
If Labour wins the general election, our priority will be to make work pay for everyone.
Labour wants the minimum wage to rise to £8 an hour over the parliament. But as
the name suggests, this should be a bare minimum. We also want to encourage
businesses to pay employees a ‘living wage’. This is a rate which earns people a decent
standard of living, but 29% of Rossendale and Darwen residents don’t even earn this
much – this rises to 35% for women and well over half for those in part-time work.
Meanwhile, everyone will benefit from the reintroduction of the 10p tax band which is
worth £271 per year for basic rate taxpayers.
But wages are only one half of the equation. We must also tackle the cost of living. If
we are elected, Labour will freeze energy bills for 20 months. This should save a typical
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household £120 and an average business £1,800. We will also tackle rising water bills
by forcing all water companies to put those people struggling most on a cheaper tariff.
With a young son of my own, my wife and I know how expensive childcare has
become. This acts as a deterrent against women who want to go back to work from
doing so until their children are at school. Labour will extend free childcare for 3 and 4
year olds to 25 hours per week – a major boost for many families in Rossendale.
To help people manage their finances, Labour will support the use of credit unions
which provide alternatives to the vicious loans sharks which prey on people in need.
We will do this by capping the cost of credit, halting the spread of payday lenders
on our high streets and forcing them to fund the credit unions that can offer a real
alternative for people in desperate need.

Chapter 2:
Ensuring decent jobs for everyone
In the last two recessions at the start of the 1980s and 1990s, unemployment
rose above 3 million. After the financial crisis, unemployment peaked at 2.5 million
thanks primarily to the flexible labour market policies of the last Labour government.
Unemployment was coming down when Labour left office but as the Coalition’s
policies began to take hold it rose again to 2.7 million and has only recently started
to come down across the country.
In Rossendale and Darwen the picture is far bleaker. The most recent data show
that there are still 3,900 people who are unemployed, which makes up 8.7% of the
working age population—up from 4.4% in March 2013. Of these around a third are
young people – damaging their chances of being in work for the rest of their lives
and hampering their earnings.
You will sometimes here it claimed that unemployment is falling in Rossendale and
Darwen. This just refers to the number of residents claiming Jobseekers Allowance
which has come down from a peak of 2,400 in 2012, and is now 1,100. This is good
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news but masks the full picture of unemployment which includes people who are
still seeking work but have had their benefits sanctioned or have voluntarily taken
themselves out of the Jobcentre Plus process. I have met many people in this
category.
While unemployment is still a problem for Rossendale and Darwen, the quality of
the work on offer is too low. I have spoken to lots of people in Rossendale who have
told me that they are working fewer hours than they would like, have had to become
self-employed despite wanting a more secure income, or have decided to become
inactive altogether because they cannot find work that properly uses their skills
and talents. Instead, they have decided to survive on their savings or their partners’
income. Underemployment, defined by the ONS as people who want to work more
hours than they are currently employed to do has risen in the North West region by
50% in recent years, meaning 10% of all workers are underemployed – it’s double
that rate for young people.
One of the most insidious developments in the world of work is exploitative “zero
hour” contracts. The ONS found that the number of employees on zero hours
contracts has increased by 250% since Labour left office, and have more than
doubled in the past year alone. These people are unable to plan a weekly budget as
they simply do not know how many hours they will be working the following week. In
many cases, a decision is made every morning about whether or not they will have
work meaning they are often in a “no-mans land” between unemployment and work.
The Government’s ‘Work Programme’ has failed Rossendale. This is supposed
to help people into work, but only one in five local people who started on the
programme have done so. The Work Programme is performing especially poorly
for people who are sick but are required to look for work. There are 4,760 people
claiming Employment and Support Allowance (formerly Incapacity Benefit) in our
constituency. These people often need a lot of support to move back into work, but
only 300 have been referred to the Work Programme, and only 20 have actually
moved into work.

What Labour would do differently
Everyone who can work should do so. But we must ensure that people’s jobs are
fulfilling, give them a sense of dignity and ensure that they are properly rewarded.
People work across many professions in Rossendale but there are three main
sources of jobs growth: Manufacturing, Manchester and Care.
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Manufacturing
A quarter of jobs in Rossendale are in manufacturing. This is far lower than it was in
the past but still higher than in most other parts of the country. Many of our bigger
employers like J&J Ormerod have told me that they have a number of staff who
are nearing retirement. If the economy keeps growing, this should mean more job
opportunities for young people from the area.
If you elect me as your MP, I will fight for a national manufacturing strategy which
aims to build on our regional strengths. I will work with the local council to support
local businesses by developing more employment areas to encourage growth and the
creation of local jobs as Labour has successfully achieved with Solomon Commercials
since taking over Rossendale Borough Council in 2011.
Alongside this Labour will devolve £30 billion of funding over the next parliament to
support growth in regions like Lancashire. This will primarily support infrastructure,
training and employment support and will be worth around £50 million to Rossendale
and Darwen. This is in stark contrast to Coalition proposals to focus devolution only
on cities like Manchester which would effectively leave East Lancashire as an ignored
backwater.
At the heart of this manufacturing strategy needs to be a new focus on vocational
education to create a system that works as well as those of our international
competitors like Germany. A Labour Government will ensure Further Education
colleges like Accrington and Rossendale College focus on training for local jobs. We will
create a technical Baccalaureate with respected qualifications and technical degrees
so young people can earn and learn. And we will provide proper careers’ advice in
every school.
In years gone by, young people would have carried out a multi-year apprenticeship
as the pathway into a decent manufacturing job. Unfortunately the number of
apprenticeships across Rossendale and Darwen has fallen in the last year. Of those
that do exist, too many apprenticeships are low skilled, not focused sufficiently
at young people, and do not guarantee a job. Labour will create 80,000 new
apprenticeships for those who do not go to university. And any firm getting £1million
or more for a public contract will be required to take on apprenticeships as a
condition of their contract.
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Manchester
Manchester has rapidly become Britain’s second city and has significant strengths
across a number of sectors. These include the creative industries like media,
marketing and music, and thousands of jobs in the public and charitable sectors too.
More and more people living in Rossendale are commuting into Manchester and we
must ensure that people’s journeys are as straightforward and easy as possible. That’s
why I have been so disappointed that this Government failed to bring forward any
plans for a Rossendale Rail Link to Manchester. I have been campaigning on this issue
and have gathered the support of a number of MPs across the region including in
Rochdale, Bury, Manchester and Tameside.
Care
The care sector will continue to create jobs in Rossendale as people live longer. But we
must ensure that the care sector is not a Cinderella service where some people only
receive 15 minute home visits and instead is up to the task of helping older people live
in dignity. A recent survey found that one in five men and nearly one in three women
aged over 65 did not have their care needs met. This may be contributing to life
expectancy for people over 85 actually falling. By bringing the care system into the NHS,
Labour will ensure that there is a higher quality of care and better jobs for carers too.
At the other end of life, more and more mothers are looking to get back into work.
This is creating new demand for childcare. Labour’s fully budgeted plan to extend free
childcare to 25 hours for 3 and 4 year olds will help put hundreds of mothers back
to work across East Lancashire. In time, I hope Labour is able to create a universal
childcare system in the same way that Labour governments in the past presided over
the creation of the National Health Service, universal education for all 16 and now 18
year olds, and the creation of the Open University.
In addition to the three main sources of jobs growth, numerous people will choose
to set up their own small businesses. Small businesses are key to a thriving local
economy and Labour will ensure that we do everything we can to help those
enterprises in Rossendale. That’s why we’ve committed to cut business rates for all
businesses by 1 per cent.
To ensure that no-one is left behind and least of all young people, Labour will put in
place a compulsory job guarantee. Every young person out of work for more than 12
months will be given a paid starter job which they will have to take up or lose benefits.
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This will also apply to adults aged 25 or over who are out of work for two years or
more. Participants will be required to undergo training provided by the employer as
well as intensive job-search activity for a permanent opportunity at the end of the six
months.
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Figure 4 below from the independent Office of Budget Responsibility outlines what
really happened to our public finances. The purple line shows how ‘Total Managed
Expenditure’ or public spending hardly varied at all from what was anticipated before
the financial crisis in 2008. By contrast, the blue line showing ‘Public sector current
receipts’ (essentially tax revenues) fell dramatically from what was expected in 2008
and caused the deficit to widen.
Figure 4: Public spending and receipts: Budget 2008 and Budget 2014
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Chapter 3:
Getting the deficit down responsibly
Whichever party is elected in May will face a difficult situation in terms of the public
finances. There is no getting away from this. Although there are clear decisions that
can be made about the speed with which the deficit is reduced, the balance between
spending cuts and tax increases, and whether or not the burden continues to fall on
more deprived, northern areas like ours.
Before outlining how Labour will bring down the deficit in a fairer and more
responsible way, it is worth examining some of the facts and fiction around the global
financial crisis of 2008 and the rise in the deficit which followed.
It is claimed by the Conservatives and their friends in the right-wing press that
overspending by Gordon Brown left Britain on the “brink of bankruptcy” and that
Labour cannot be trusted with the public finances. The truth is that the deficit was
caused by a dramatic collapse in tax receipts after the global financial crisis which was
caused by the banks irresponsible lending behaviour.

19 96-97 19 98-99 20 00-01 20 02-03 20 04-05 20 06-07 20 08-09 20 10-11 20 12-13 20 14-15 20 16-17 20 18-19

Source O N S, O BR. Excludes Royal Mail and APF transfers.

It is acknowledged that Labour could have done more to regulate the banks prior
to the financial crisis, but at the time, the Conservative party was calling for less, not
more, regulation. In 2006, George Osborne said, “I fear that much of this regulation
has been burdensome, complex and makes cross-border market penetration more
difficult. This is exactly the wrong direction in which Europe should be heading and it
threatens the global competitiveness of the City of London.” George Osborne was also
committed to Labour’s spending plans throughout this period.
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When he became Chancellor in 2010, George Osborne said that he would eliminate
the deficit in this parliament. He has failed. Debt is actually now higher than in
Labour’s 2010 plan for deficit reduction, as Figure 5 shows. Borrowing is forecast to be
£75 billion higher than expected over the next five years. Far from cutting the deficit,
the cuts to spending have damaged the economy, reduced Britain’s tax base and
therefore undermined attempts to reduce the deficit. Indeed, our national debt is still
rising. Whoever takes over in May will inherit a deficit of over £75 billion.
Figure 5: Public sector net debt as a per cent of GDP
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What Labour would do differently
If Labour is elected in May we will take over an economy that has been chronically
mismanaged by the Coalition since 2010. We will need to cut the deficit but will do so
in a fairer way. In the long term, the best way to do this is to support local people and
businesses as set out in Chapter 1 and 2. A vibrant local economy with more people in
decent work means stronger tax revenues and less spent on benefits.
In the short term, Labour is committed to balancing the books in the next parliament.
We will get the current budget into surplus and the national debt falling as soon as
possible in the next parliament. Tough new fiscal rules will be brought into law in
the first year after the election and will be independently monitored by the Office for
Budget Responsibility.
And to ensure we get off on the right foot, there will be no proposals in our manifesto
for any new spending paid for by additional borrowing. Quite simply all of our policies
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are set out clearly to show where the money is coming from. This is in stark contrast
to the Tories’ proposals to cut taxes primarily for wealthier families by £7 billion which
the Institute for Fiscal Studies has said will require cuts that would see “the role and
shape of the state changed beyond recognition.”
Labour will, of course, be scrupulous with every penny spent by government which is
the purpose of the “zero-based review” that Ed Balls is undertaking. This is examining
every pound spent by government to cut out waste and make different choices.
Ideas including saving money and improving care by pooling health and social care
with a single budget and joint management. We will get local police forces to work
more closely together to make savings. By scrapping unnecessary Police and Crime
Commissioners we can do more to protect frontline policing. We will look to prioritise
early intervention in relation to areas like health and crime which can save billions
of pounds in the future. And we will insist that all the proceeds from the sale of our
stakes in Lloyds and RBS are used to repay the national debt.
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Part 2:
A plan for our
public services
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is putting profits ahead of patients. For example, anyone getting a non-emergency
transfer from hospitals in Greater Manchester such as Oldham will be taken by the
bus company, Arriva, rather than by the North West Ambulance Service. Arriva have
missed their targets in every month since the service started in April 2013 while the
number of complaints have soared. In Darwen, the MRI and ultrasound units at the
health centre are now being provided by private firms.
Just 18 months after the Government’s reforms had become law, two-thirds of health
contracts were going to non-NHS providers. Meanwhile, the amount of private work
taking place in NHS hospitals has increased by 27 per cent since 2009/10.

What Labour would do differently

Chapter 4:
Saving our NHS
In 2010, David Cameron said there would be no “top-down reorganisation of the
NHS”. But his government’s reforms have done precisely that and turned the health
service on its head for the worse. While talking to patients and health practitioners in
the constituency last year, one nurse told me, “I’ve had 35 years experience and don’t
want to work here any more. It’s all for profit. End of.”
People have told me they are facing longer waiting times to see a GP, receive
treatment or get an ambulance. Although many people are still able to book an
appointment with their GP in good time, I’ve lost count of the number of occasions
that others have told me that they’ve had to wait two or even three weeks. The figures
across our region are stark. The East Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust has missed its
A&E target for over 100 weeks. In total, more than 25,000 people have waited more
than four hours in A&E.
One of the main issues that is taking up time and resources across the NHS is the
forced marketisation of health services under this Government’s reorganisation, which

Labour created the NHS and it is our proudest achievement. To save the NHS, we
will create a £2.5 billion Time To Care Fund which will create 20,000 more nurses,
8,000 more doctors, 5,000 more homecare workers, and 3,000 more midwives.
This will be paid for through the introduction of a mansion tax on properties worth
over £2 million, which are mainly in London and the South, and by taxing tobacco
companies.
In November 2014, Labour attempted to stop the damaging aspects of the Health and
Social Care Act with support from hundreds of people in the constituency who took
the trouble to sign a local petition opposing the changes. If Labour is elected, we will
repeal the Health and Social Care Act and end this creeping privatisation of the NHS.
These reforms will make a major difference in saving our NHS but other reforms are
also needed to ensure that we can keep up with increasing demand from an ageing
population.
The current health and care system is still based on three fragmented services:
physical health in the mainstream NHS, mental health on the fringes of the NHS, and
social care in council run services. Increasingly, however, people’s needs are a complex
mix of the physical, mental and social. For all its strengths, the NHS was not designed
to fully recognise this.
Labour is determined to protect and strengthen the NHS by bringing together the
different parts of the service and helping them work together, built around patients,
not around bureaucratic silos.
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We can put people of all ages at the centre of the health and care system in a way that
has never been done before; seeing the whole person, and organising services around
the needs of people here in East Lancashire. And we can do this without another
chaotic and expensive top-down reorganisation.
Therefore Labour will integrate health and social care services into a system of “wholeperson care”. This will bring together three separate, fragmented services into a single
service coordinating all of a person’s needs – physical, mental and social - with illness
prevention and promotion of good health at its heart.
Mental health issues are a growing concern in Rossendale. Labour will therefore
make mental health the same priority as physical health by giving people the right to
psychological therapies for mental health problems like anxiety and depression.

Chapter 5:
Bringing stability back to our classrooms
Over the course of my conversations with headteachers and staff at schools in
Rossendale, I have come to the clear conclusion that under Michael Gove and his
successor, our schools have faced incredibly damaging upheaval in recent years.
Over the last few years the Tories have taken our schools system backwards. Their
decision to focus on a small number of Free Schools instead of improving all schools,
and their attempt to run thousands of schools from Whitehall, has meant that poor
standards in our schools are going unchallenged. We have seen up the road in Burnley
a new Free School which has barely been able to fill a third of its places. Meanwhile, too
many schools now have class sizes with over 30 children.
This government has scrapped the requirement that teachers must be qualified to be
permanently employed in schools – leading to a 16 per cent rise in unqualified teachers
in our classrooms over the last year. There is a dangerous lack of local oversight in our
schools, leaving them too open to the risk of falling standards. Vocational education has
been neglected, wasting the talent and limiting the opportunities of young people.
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I also hear from teachers about the confusion surrounding the constant chopping and
changing with the national curriculum which has sapped morale in the staff room and
left pupils struggling to know how they will be assessed.

What Labour would do differently
Labour has a plan to drive up standards with an education system that works for all
children and young people.
We will put teaching standards first by guaranteeing once again that no 5, 6 or 7
year old is taught in a classroom with more than 30 children. We will ensure that all
teachers in all state schools become qualified and continue to build their skills, with
more opportunities for high quality professional development, new career pathways
and revalidation on a rolling basis.
We will introduce robust local oversight of all schools through new Directors of School
Standards in every local area, responsible for intervening in underperforming schools
so that standards are raised, and commissioning new schools transparently and fairly
so that there is proper planning for new school places where they are needed.
We will transform vocational education in our schools and colleges, with a new gold
standard Technical Baccalaureate for 16 to 19-year-olds, with rigorous vocational
qualifications, accredited by employers, a high quality work placement and English and
Maths taught until people are 18 years old. For university students, tuition fees will be
cut from £9,000 to £6,000 with higher grants for families on lower incomes.

Part 3:
A plan for our
community
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Orders which gave communities a break from persistent trouble makers. The decision
by the Coalition Government to downgrade these offences was, in itself, an act of
vandalism and may turn the clock back.
This has been exacerbated by severe cuts to the police service despite David
Cameron’s promise before the last election that there would be “no cuts to frontline
services”. Lancashire Police has lost 700 officers and between 400 and 500 police
staff as £60 million of cuts have been made with £20 million still to find. The Chief
Superintendent for East Lancashire, Chris Bithell, has warned that neighbourhood
policing and early action may be next on the chopping board because the “cupboard
is getting pretty bare”. Another 500 frontline roles are believed to be at risk.
The result has been that some crimes, particularly violent crimes, are creeping up
once again after years of falling. Across the constituency, in Rossendale and Darwen,
burglary is up 43 per cent compared to three years ago. Violent crime is up 21 per
cent. Indeed, excluding antisocial behaviour, crime overall is 3 per cent higher over the
last year than it was three years ago.

Chapter 6:
Building a strong community in Rossendale
Everyone wants a community where they feel at home. It is the essence of the good
life. Rossendale has a strong sense of community—more so than most other parts of
the country but we mustn’t take it for granted. Like friendships, communities need to
be nurtured, developed and cherished.
A sense of community begins where people live. In recent years, the relative stability
of our community has given way to more and more people living in private rented
accommodation, often for short periods. In 2001 there were 3,877 households living
in the private rented sector across the Rossendale and Darwen constituency but this
had risen to 6,227 by the time of the most recent census in 2011. This undermines the
solidarity in a community because those staying for a short period do not always feel a
sense of belonging. Meanwhile longer term residents cannot keep track of the names
and faces of their neighbours.
Transient communities can also lend themselves to more crime and anti-social
behaviour. One of Labour’s most effective policies was the Anti-Social Behaviour

Although statistically much public disorder and vandalism is caused by young people,
they are sometimes unfairly accused of anti-social behaviour when they are merely
trying to socialise with their friends in public places. It is therefore essential that across
Rossendale, young people feel like they have something to do and somewhere safe to
do it.
Sports facilities and social clubs are therefore essential. I have spent time with young
people involved in all the secondary schools and visited various youth groups across
Rossendale including the Rossendale Youth Zone and the White Horse Project in
Waterfoot. It is critical that we listen to what young people want and show them that it
is worthwhile engaging in the political process.
Charities and voluntary organisations provide an outlet for people of all ages to get
involved in their community. I have visited many charities and spoken to a number
of people in the voluntary sector. They tell me that despite an increase in interest for
volunteering opportunities, many charities cannot cope in the face of major public
funding cuts or restrictions on the use of grants. I have documented some of these
stories in a chapter I wrote for a book published by ACEVO and the Charities Aid
Foundation called ‘The Red Book of the Voluntary Sector’. There is a risk that the
fantastic work of volunteers in our community will be lost if we aren’t smarter about
how we use the limited public funds at our disposal.
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What Labour would do differently
A Labour government would cap rent increases in the private sector and place an
upper limit on rises based on average market rates. Estate agents will no longer be
able to charge a letting fee – often over £300 – for renting out properties in addition to
requiring a deposit and the first month’s rent upfront. We will change rules on tenancy
agreements to give more certainty to tenants wanting to remain in their properties for
an extended period. All this should help those renting and provide more stability in
our communities.
Labour will restore confidence in our police and criminal justice system. We will
put visible neighbourhood policing back in its rightful place – at the heart of our
communities. This will include a Local Policing Commitment that gives a guaranteed
minimum level of neighbourhood policing, so people have confidence to report crime
and confidence that criminals will not escape justice. We will abolish Police and Crime
Commissioners and put the savings back into frontline policing instead.
We will take domestic violence and violence against women seriously, with a ban on
the use of community resolutions for dealing with domestic abuse and sexual crimes.
We will create a justice system with witnesses and victims at its heart, including the
country’s first ever Victims’ Law to give victims of crime new entitlements to minimum
standards of service as well as the ability to hold those services to account when
standards are not met.
To ensure that young people have enough to do in Rossendale I will continue to
work with schools and youth clubs to stretch our public resources so that children
and teenagers are never forgotten. This will dovetail with Labour’s national policy to
introduce two more hours of compulsory sport for school pupils which was axed by
Michael Gove.
For the benefit of younger and older people alike, Labour will bring in new powers
to help support our bus networks, which have been decimated in recent years as –
particularly to the detriment of many people living in Rossendale. Labour will give local
decision makers the right to demand more from profit-making bus companies and
ensure that they use their profits to cross-subsidise socially important bus services
that are not as lucrative. This will go alongside the continuation of the free bus passes
for pensioners and disabled people which is an absolutely vital policy that Labour
introduced when it was last in government.

Chapter 7:
Taking people’s concerns about immigration seriously
All immigration has an impact on the local economy and community. New immigration
inevitably puts pressure on our infrastructure and public services. I know that people
are concerned about this and it is important that we have these conversations and
listen carefully to what people tell us.
Immigration has, of course, been hugely important to the history of Rossendale as it
has been to the United Kingdom as a whole. Irish immigrants came to the area in the
19th century to build the railway lines and work in our factories.
Following the Second World War, South Asian immigrants came to work in the mills
and shoe factories, often invited here by mill and factory owners facing major labour
shortages. Their contribution to our community and their struggles in moving to a new
country are movingly documented in Horse + Bamboo’s ‘Different Moons’ exhibition
which was on at the Whitaker Museum last year.
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Although less of an issue in East Lancashire, the number of people coming from
Eastern Europe has increased. A recent report by University College London however
found that these immigrants have contributed £5 billion more to the UK economy
than they have taken out in public services and social security.
Without doubt the sheer numbers of people now migrating to Britain can be
unsettling and does put pressure on local services and local jobs. The last Labour
Government did not do enough to address people’s concerns about this issue.
That said, the current government’s own policy is now in tatters. David Cameron
made a “contract” with the British people in 2010 to reduce immigration to “tens of
thousands a year, instead of hundreds of thousands”. He said, “If we don’t deliver on
our side of the bargain, vote us out in five year’s time.” He has failed since immigration
to the UK was nearly 300,000 in the last year alone.
UKIP would go further still and pull Britain out of the EU entirely. From numerous
conversations with local businesses, I believe this would be a step backwards. Many
firms in East Lancashire rely on the EU for exports and capital grants. Organisations
like Bootstrap Enterprises, a social enterprise which helps people get back into work,
and some Children’s Centres proudly display plaques on their walls with the EU flag
showing the grants they have received from Brussels. Although we would, of course,
continue to trade with Europe if we left the EU, I have little doubt that we would do so
on a less preferential basis and at the cost of many thousands of jobs in our region.

What Labour would do differently
If Labour is elected, we will take a different approach to immigration.
Concerns about immigration can only be addressed in a fair, long-term way if we pay
people a fair wage, invest in our public services like the NHS, and put in place proper
restrictions on immigration. That means both preventing people coming here that
shouldn’t, and ending abuse of our welfare state and jobs market.
We must therefore ensure that no-one can come and gain access to our benefits
until they have settled here for a number of years. This will help restore the important
principle of making a contribution into our welfare system before you benefit from it.
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Key to this is ensuring that we put an end to employment agencies which only hire
from overseas and undercut local people’s job opportunities. Labour will ban these
agencies and ensure much tougher enforcement of minimum wage laws.
We will strengthen our border controls by reinstating fingerprint checks at all our
borders and employing 1,000 new border guards. In order to encourage better
integration, we will make sure people who come here learn English and so avoid
divided communities. We will reform EU “free movement of labour” rules so there are
longer transitional controls for new countries joining the EU.
We need a smarter system for different kinds of immigration rather than an arbitrary
and undeliverable cap. The Government’s unrealistic target has meant people who we
want to welcome into this country, like university students who bring in billions, have
been put off. A number of major businesses have complained that they have not been
able to bring in foreign workers with specialist skills. Instead we need to control the
amount of low skilled migration while welcoming the brightest and the best.
So let’s celebrate our diversity while taking people’s concerns seriously. Take forward
sensible reforms to manage immigration rather than setting arbitrary caps. Put in a
place a robust and transparent system everyone can have faith in. And ensure that
our local economy is better equipped to give those in the Valley, especially young
people, a fair chance rather than cutting our nose to spite our face by leaving the EU
which would lead to a loss of jobs.
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